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The HAKHA Movement
In the Name of Ahura Mazda
Greetings to all freedom loving people, especially the people of Ancient Land of
Iran
This message is from Central Committee for HAKHA Movement and Universal Mind to
Arabic speaking Iranians.
During Iran’s history, the brave champions of Arabic speaking Iranians, with their
bravery and sacrifice have been able to save their country’s independence and live with
utmost pride. At present day, our country, Iran has once again been attacked by
foreigners known as Mullahs and Mullahism Followers, who with lies, hypocrisy, murder
and continuous executions have been able to continue their tyrannical rule. Our beloved
country, Iran, needs your sacrifice to free her from the bloody claws of these tyrant
Mullahs. All Children of Iran are determined, with unity and national uprising to free
their country from the rule of these tyrants, and afterwards, in complete freedom, in a
democratic referendum choose their future government, and with establishing a regime
based on freedom, Human Rights Charter and separation of religion and state, come out
of isolation and rejoin the world so that once again Iran becomes a proud country.
In case these tyrants are still ruling at the time of uprising, June 16th 2005 at 10:00AM,
your heroic act will be a flood that will cover all towns and provinces. All women, youth
and other freedom-seeking champions will join each other at that time, so that with a
popular uprising, neutralize any resistance from ruling Mullahs and Mullahism Followers
and gain control of government. Therefore the unity and vigilance of you Arabic
speaking compatriots at this point in time is of utmost importance.
We wish ever increasing good health and success for you all.
On behalf of the HAKHA Movement for freedom and democracy
Dr. Ahura-Pirouz Khaleghi Yazdi
April 25, 2005
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